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Disclaimer 
 
This e-book has been written to provide information about Internet 

marketing. Every effort has been made to make this ebook as 

complete and accurate as possible. However, there may be 

mistakes in typography or content. Also, this e-book provides 

information only up to the publishing date. Therefore, this ebook 

should be used as a guide - not as the ultimate source. 

 

The purpose of this ebook is to educate. The author and the 

publisher does not warrant that the information contained in this e-

book is fully complete and shall not be responsible for any errors 

or omissions. The author and publisher shall have neither liability 

nor responsibility to any person or entity with respect to any loss or 

damage caused or alleged to be caused directly or indirectly by 

this e-book. 
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Introduction	  
	  
Every website owner dreams of having a huge stream of traffic to 

their website. Without missing my words, having a website without 

traffic is meaningless because the traffic is your audience. The 

unfortunate bit is that most people do not get enough traffic 

required to reach their goals. With traffic, the ideas that would go 

through your mind as a website owner are endless. The million-

dollar question now is, "how to get traffic?" 

 

For now, you might as well give that Google search some rest from 

punching all the keywords like; how to get traffic, free traffic and 

the like and start concentrating on this book. I have compiled a 

very comprehensive list of 30 ways that will help you drive 

unlimited traffic to your website. If you invest your time into the 

methods that I am about to reveal, am pretty sure you will succeed 

in getting a nice stream of traffic to your website. 

 

I believe you must be supercharged right now and are ready to get 

some traffic to that website and get the most of out of it. However, 

let me clearly put it out that these methods do not work over night, 

some take a bit longer to implement and some take less time and 

the results vary, but all the same, you will get some traffic. The 

major problem that people have after buying a course or reading a 

great eBook such as this is taking action. People do not take 

action and see no results or they want to get results overnight. The 

Internet world requires time and time is what you should put in and 

add a bit of patience to it. If you are ready to learn, keep scrolling 
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we will get down to business and give you 30 awesome methods 

to get unlimited traffic to your website. 

 

 

Banner	  Advertisement 

 

This is a great way to get some good targeted traffic. Simply put, 

banner advertisement involves getting some banners on other 

website with the aim to draw traffic from them. There are two ways 

to go about this. 

 

Firstly, you could find high traffic websites and then send the 

website owner an email that you are interested to put a banner 

linking to your website. From there, you agree on the fees and 

then place your banner ad on their site. Sometimes, some sites 

that do know that they already draw huge amounts of traffic 

already have a service or sell banner ad spaces on their websites. 

Usually, you will see words like; "your ad here" or "your banner 

here for $xxx." 

 

On the other hand, you can search for banner ad brokers or 

banner services. These websites have traffic services ranged in 

different classes according to price and traffic. They already have 

many websites on which they put their banner adverts so, 

depending on the type of service you want, you get traffic 

accordingly. This option is far more expensive compare to the first 

option since it carries away the trouble of searching for websites 

you want to place a banner on.	  
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YouTube	  Video	  Marketing 

 

This is yet another powerful way to tap into unlimited traffic. The 

first thing you will have to do is create a YouTube channel that is 

focused on the niche that your website is concerned. It helps to 

have similar themes as the website does so that your visitors see 

the link between the two and enhance your website brand. 

 

Next, you create videos concerning the niche that you are involved 

in, for purposes of this book; we will take weight loss as our niche 

example. So, you create a weight loss YouTube channel and then 

create weight loss videos. You could start by creating videos such 

as tips for losing belly fat or maybe keeping in shape the easy way. 

All in all, the videos must also be relevant and very helpful to 

viewer. 

 

Furthermore, the video must have a link to your website 

somewhere. So, you could have the link within the video, by 

adding your watermark (powered by YouTube) linked to your 

website or channel. You could also consider having the link in the 

description box right below the video or you could have it in the 

video which can be seen as the video plays. All these options can 

be used at the same time for maximization of the chances of the 

click through. 

 

 

One of the most important things that your video should have is a 

call to action. The thing is that once the viewer finishes watching 

the video, they are left in suspense and there is a chance for their 
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mind to wonder around and go view something else. So, in aim of 

controlling the viewer attention, a call to action to subscribe to the 

channel or click the link to your website is a very feasible option. 

By having them to subscribe, you have them within your reach 

because every time a new video has been uploaded they are 

notified. On the other hand, by having them to click the link then 

you are simply redirecting traffic to your website. 

 

 

Build	  an	  Email	  List 

 

Most website owners rely on organic traffic also known as search 

engines as a major source of traffic for their websites. With time, 

the search engines have also brought in their various updates that 

change the way they operate and determine what ranks out on top. 

As a result many have lost out on a great deal of traffic. So, it is 

only wise to make sure that you as a website owner capture every 

visitor that comes lurking on your site. This is where email list 

building comes in. 

 

An email list is built by visitors who come to your website and opt 

in with their mails to get updates or other benefits from the site. So, 

all you have to do is create an opt-in page and have an email 

service provider which you use to build the list. Two email service 

providers I can clearly single out are MailChimp and Aweber. 

 

This email list that is built is then used, to promote products, alert 

users of new updates or new posts made to the websites. This in 
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turn helps build a long term relationship with the visitors hence 

also making it easier to drag them to your website. 

 

eBook 

 

EBooks are another great of getting unlimited traffic to your 

website. There is a perception of authority whenever a visitor gets 

to find a free eBook in collaboration with great content on the 

website. When you combine the two, they are more willing to get 

their hands on the eBook. 

 

So, the assumption is that you as a website owner are an expert in 

particular field related to your website. However, this may not 

always be the case hence there is a need to outsource the writing 

of the ebook. So, you head over to sites like fiverr, iwriter or ordesk 

among others and find the writers to write your eBook. 

 

An eBook is a great tool when it comes to traffic generation 

because it can be used in two ways. The first being that it can 

used as a free give-away for all those who opt-in on the email list 

or you could simple add a link to your eBook back to your website. 

In the second option, as the book is circulating amongst many 

individuals. People will want to find your website especially if the 

content in the book is great. 
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Forum	  participation 

 

Depending on the niche that your website belongs to, you as a 

website owner should join forums within the same niche or those 

that are very closely related. Apart from learning from the forum, it 

can also be super source for targeted traffic. This is so because a 

forum is made of people who have one or closely related interest 

which brings them all together. So, if the forum is about ladies 

boots, then if you have a website to do with ladies shoes this could 

be a plus for you. 

 

When you join the forum, you must observe the trends and learn 

which type of posts made on the forum get the most attention. 

Develop similar topics which are well researched and very helpful. 

Your posts should be good enough to become some of the few 

authority posts at the website. So, when referring forum members 

to external links, they trust you because you are a top contributor. 

So after doing this a couple of times you get them to check out 

your website not as a website owner but as a top contributor from 

the forum. 
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Solid	  Content 

 

If you haven't been considering this then it's high time you did. 

Creating quality content is simply irreplaceable. With this you 

create a long lasting relationship with your readers and a possible 

large following. Every day, we have readers looking for information 

and if they got what they were looking for from your site last time, it 

is very likely they will hit the bookmark add button without second 

thoughts. 

 

Great content is also a good strategy to staying in good terms with 

the search engines. Keeping in mind that these are one of the best 

sources of traffic around, you wouldn't want to be stepping on their 

toes. Search engines aim at providing high quality content to their 

customers and wouldn't direct traffic to sites that do not deserve. 

 

So you would be asking, what solid content is? This is content that 

keeps the readers engaged and informed at the same time. In 

simple terms, at the end of the article the reader should be able to 

get the help that they wanted or solution to the problem that they 

had in mind. Furthermore, they should be able to read through the 

whole article until the end without being bored. 

 

In essence, great content is vital for creating a royalty relationship 

between the reader and the website owner. Great content can also 

be used as a catch for your website visitors to opt-in with their 

emails and help you build your list. 
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Image	  optimization 

 

This is one part that many miss and think is natural, but can also 

be a great to pull in some massive traffic. A simple guess I would 

throw in right now is that your website has some images on it, but 

are you taking advantage of this? 

 

Bare in mind that search engines also have a functionality to 

search for images from websites. How do they do this? They 

search the tags attached to image or the image name. When 

building websites with platforms like word press, you have an 

option of tagging the image with names related to the image and 

article it has been placed in. So, when someone is searching for 

articles related to the image tags placed they get your image as 

part of the image search results. 

 

Well, that is not all. After tagging your image with the appropriate 

keywords, you would want to also let other sites know that you 

have this image on your websites. Just like when you share a new 

blog post via Facebook, Twitter or Stumble Upon, you should 

share it via Pinterest, social media site where pictures are shared. 

If your picture is interesting enough, it will surely get pinned by 

many and get many shares. However, for this to be more effective 

you must link the image on Pinterest to your website. 

 

Lastly, you want to keep your readers on your site as much as 

possible. So, as an extra salt to pepper, you must link your images 

to other pages related to the article or image with the idea that, for 

instance, if the reader is reading about quick ways to lose weight 
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and the image is showing a man with a large belly, then you could 

link this to an article about losing belly fat. 

 

 

Article	  Directory	  Submission 

 

There are plenty article directories online, the likes of 

EzineArticles.com and ArticleCity.com. Here you submit your 

articles and get to link them back to your website. 

 

The best way to go about this is to firstly, read through highly rated 

articles related to you your niche so that you have an idea of what 

type article gets the most attention. From there, get to work and 

start writing on the desired topic related to your niche. The article 

has to be of high quality and also fun to read because if the 

readers do not get to the end of the article where the link usually 

is, then the whole purpose is defeated. 

 

In essence, the more views you get the more chances that your 

readers will want to find out more about the product, service or 

topic you were writing about by clicking the link to the website. 
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Website	  Directory 

 

These are also a great way to of drawing some unlimited traffic. A 

good number of internet users use website directories to find 

particular services or products that they want hence you might as 

well call it a website yellow pages. Some, directories are free and 

for some you need to pay and the rules and regulations from each 

directory differ. 

 

There are two ways to draw traffic from website directories. It could 

be directly or indirectly. The directly being that once you list with 

the directly, users will find your website listed on the directory and 

will click and get to your website. In this case, you would only want 

to submit to high authority article directories. You could check the 

page rank to hint to you or you could follow up on what people are 

advising on the best directories to list on if you plan to get to draw 

mainly draw traffic from directory users. 

 

The indirect method is where you get backlinks from the listing that 

has been made. The search process is slightly similar. You will 

have to find websites with high search engine authority. This is so 

because backlinks will only count when it comes to search 

engines. One rule of thumb that I have learned is that the stricter 

the submission rules of the website to the directory, the more 

authority they have with search engines. Usually, they do a manual 

assessment of the website, a great example DMOZ. You could 

consider submitting to websites such as Family Friendly Sites, 

Greenstalk, Splash Directory and Clash. 
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Press	  Release	  Submissions 

 

These have been and are still effective today. Press release sites 

have very high authority with the search engines and are also a 

great place to draw traffic from directly. Some press release sites 

have subscribers to whom they distribute links press releases that 

they have opted in for. 

 

The beauty about large press release sites is their ability to widely 

distribute your press release to readers, which is a plus to you site. 

If your press release is comprehensive and helpful to readers 

some may also refer to your press release which is linked back to 

your website. 

 

Accordingly, by submitting a press release to a press release 

distribution website, your press release gets a wide audience 

which when hooked will click the link to your website and follow 

through. In addition, it will also act as great way to get high quality 

backlinks for search engine ranking. 
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Facebook	  Page 

 

I couldn't go on telling you methods of drawing unlimited traffic 

without mentioning Facebook now could I? Well, Facebook as one 

of the largest social media sites keeps on growing with time and 

that's where a lot of people spend are spending their time. 

 

What you have to do here is head over to Facebook and create 

your website's Facebook page. This page must somehow 

resemble what your websites is like. Similarities to consider 

include; the "about" information that you enter and the page 

theme. 

 

The next step that you will have to go through is getting likes for 

your page. You can always start by sharing the link to your page to 

friends and family just to give the page a little boost. Otherwise, 

you must then advertise your page on the Facebook adverts to get 

more targeted likes using the Facebook advertisement manager. 

This function lets you have a targeted audience of the adverts, 

based on age, country and gender. So, if your page and websites 

are middle-aged ladies, then your campaign will be focused on the 

respective age and gender. In addition, remember to change the 

adverts frequently so that they do not become familiar and stop 

being effective. With such type of advert campaigns, it is only wise 

to have a fixed budget set per day that you can afford so that you 

don't go beyond what you can afford. 

 

Furthermore, you will need to engage your Facebook followers by 

adding some short but helpful tips or quotes that they can read and 
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follow quickly. Remember, this a social media network and not a 

blog because most readers will be likely to have a short attention 

span. So, when you have a new post or a new feature or product 

you would like to share to your esteemed followers, you share it to 

your Facebook page and the readers are most likely to click 

through because of the reader-writer engagement that you 

created. 

 

 

Twittering	  the	  Twit 

 

Do not get fooled by the name of this method, it's nothing more 

than having a Twitter account for your website. As you may 

already know, Twitter is another social media site that is being 

used by even large corporations, that is just to show you how 

powerful it is. So, thanks to such social media platforms, the 

playing field has been leveled such that even you may get the 

opportunity to tap into this source of website traffic. 

 

You will need to create a twitter account and explain a bit more 

about your website in the description box. Remember to add all the 

valuable keywords in this description. You also have a chance to 

add a link to your website on the URL space provided too. 

 

The next thing will be getting followers. Your main focus will be to 

follow those people or other website Twitter accounts that are in 

the same niche as you are. For instance, if you are in the weight 

loss niche, you will follow Twitter accounts of celebrity trainers or 

companies that trade in weight loss products. 
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Furthermore, you will also need to update you Twitter status 

frequently. The updates must also be related to the niche that you 

are operating in. These updates must be helpful and can also 

include keywords related to the niche, but do not stuff keywords 

such that the Twit will not even make any sense. 

 

With time, people interested in your niche will follow your 

Website's Twitter account and the other accounts that you followed 

are also very likely to follow you back. So, with a large following 

you can easily share a new post or other links from your website to 

your followers via your twits. 

 

 

Continuous	  Website	  Development 

 

You can agree with me that the more user-friendly your website is, 

the more likely you are to have repeat visitors and enjoy natural 

sharing of the links to your site. So, work continuously on the 

optimizing your website to make the user experience memorable. 

Simple things such as layout or website design can simply put off 

visitors and make them hit the return button quickly. 

 

A disorganized website shows unprofessionalism and derails the 

trust of the visitor and your website could be labelled spam. Take 

some time to look at some of the best websites in your niche and 

you could find the answer to why they are the best website in the 

niche. Do not reinvent the wheel just make it a bit better by coping 

some layouts and you can use different designs. It's very likely that 
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they took some time to research and have had the resources to do 

so, which you may not have, so you take advantage of such 

things. 

 

If the copycat strategy may seem a little too involving for you to do, 

then you can consider asking feedback from your visitors. Ask 

them, to tell what they think about the recent post or anything that 

they think can change in order to improve their experience at your 

website. By asking visitors such questions, they unconscious 

create a trust blanket in your website and perceive your website as 

that which reader-focused and they like that. Such visitors are 

most likely to return especially when you take into consideration 

their thoughts (although you can't take everything). 

 

 

Social	  Media	  Share	  Buttons 

 

Whenever you read something interesting on a website, you want 

to let other people know that you read it and want to share it with 

friends. Well, what other better way to share such information than 

social media. With that same thought in mind, you add social 

media buttons on your posts. 

 

If you are using Wordpress, then this can be done easily by adding 

related plug-ins or the Wordpress Jetpack plug-in which is all 

inclusive and has a the social media buttons module which 

includes Facebook, Twitter, Google Plus and Pintrest among 

others. 
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After readers read your post they are free to share it using the 

social media buttons next to the post. The more the share buttons 

that the social media buttons module has, the better. You will then 

be able to draw traffic from those social media sites which the post 

has been shared to and at the same time a few backlinks which 

are a plus for your search engine rankings. In addition, the search 

engines also take a look at how interactive your site is and social 

media signals are one of the ways they use to measure that factor. 

 

 

Blog	  Commenting 

 

You may have heard of blog commenting from other sources, but if 

you aren't familiar with this method then you are in luck. Blog 

commenting is where you simply comment on other blogs in order 

to attract attention from those who view your comment on the post 

to your website. 

 

Firstly, you will need to find blogs to comment on and the best way 

to start is find a blog directory where you can easily go through 

and find blogs that are within your niche. A great example of a blog 

directory is Technorati. At Technorati you will find so many great 

blogs listed there and all you have to do is find the right blogs to 

comment on. 

 

Blogs are built with the purpose of interaction so, they always have 

a field to comment in and most of the times they also have space 

where you can provide the URL to your website. So, if you found a 

nice blog post to comment on, then go for it and comment. 
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However, your comments should be rich and helpful (content-

wise). It is also helps to go for fresh blog post where there are no 

comments because this will give your comment much room to be 

viewed. 

 

Furthermore, you could use the field where you put your name as 

part of a keyword which you are targeting. Do not over do this, but 

some blogs may view this as spam and will not accept your 

comment and even block you, but those who know the art of blog 

commenting will accept your post without hustle. 

 

In effect, the great comment will help you get more visibility from 

the readers of the blog and they will click your username and visit 

your site. This is very effective when it is a high authority blog 

because that means it has a high readership. In addition, if the 

blog had a high page rank, it will also in effect give you a high 

backlink as well resulting from the blog comment with your link 

hence boosting your ranking in the search engines. 

 

 

Reverse	  Engineering 

 

As the name suggests is based on working backwards on the aim 

in mind. In this case, you create a blueprint of sites that are doing 

well with their traffic or ranking well on the search engines. So, in 

order for you to find out, you apply such tactics from what you see 

on the onset and try to figure out the strategy they put in place. 

 

One of the strategies you can follow is your competitors' backlink 
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creation. So, you will need a tool that can show you your 

competitors' backlinking strategy. I recommend using Traffic Travis 

or ahrefs.com. These tools will show you the source of the links 

that your competitor has. You can then build your links in a similar 

fashion. 

 

In addition, you can also follow through using the same procedure 

to find out which related websites they network with or share links 

to. If the competitor is making plenty sales or has huge following 

you could also follow some strategies such where the social media 

sharing button is placed or opt-in box for emails is for maximum 

utilisation of your visitors. 

 

In essence, you will be able to copy ranking and traffic factors from 

your competitor simply by studying various strategies that they 

apply. So, a comprehensive compare and contrast moment will 

reveal a lot to you. 

 

 

Tell	  Your	  Visitors	  What	  You	  Want 

 

Sometimes, it is just that simple. When you visitors come to your 

website, a clear intention that you want to stay in touch with them 

is good. 

 

For instance, you tell them that you want to have their email 

address so that you can alert them of the next blog post of the 

second part of the post which you will post soon. Also consider 

situations like where you want the visitor to help spread your 
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content. You could ask the visitor to share the post if they enjoyed 

it and most visitors do so, especially if they enjoyed it. They 

wouldn't be willing to share if they did not. 

 

 

Guest	  Blogging 

 

This is another great way to draw traffic from high traffic blogs to 

your website. This involves writing a guest post on a high authority 

blog. So, the magic behind this is that when the visitors of the high 

authority blog see your post they will want to know more about you 

and go to your site and also bookmark your site or maybe 

subscribe your RSS feeds. 

 

Now getting to work, you will need to find some high authority 

blogs within your niche. As advised earlier, the best places to start 

are sites like Technorati. After finding a blog, you send the blog 

owner an email telling them about your intention of posting on their 

blog. Some will accept and some will decline and some will want 

the topic you want to write on or they may give you the topic 

themselves. Once the article is done and is ready, they will review 

it and accept your post and you have a link back to your site. 

 

In order to get the best results from the post, the article must be of 

high quality; very engaging and exciting to read and must show 

your expert knowledge in the field as well. If you are not very good 

at writing, then it's also best to consider outsourcing a writer from 

the various freelance websites at your disposal. 
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The beauty about guest blogging is the simple fact that you rely on 

the high authority blog to shine out. So, basically you are building 

on an already built glory. 

 

 

Website	  Loading	  Time 

 

Nobody wants to wait a long time for the website to load not even 

you I guess. The question is, how fast is your website loading? A 

great way to benchmark test how fast your site is loading is by 

selecting 3 to 4 competitor sites that have great traffic and timing 

their loading of certain pages such as the home page and a page 

with a post on it. 

 

What to do if your site is slower 

- Consider removing all unnecessary plug-ins 

- Consider revising your theme because these vary in sizes 

- Consider reducing the sizes of the images (these usually take the 

most of time) 

 

This factor should be checked on frequently in order to ensure that 

you are always on the right path and that you are caught unaware. 

Website loading time is also used as a factor to determine search 

engine page rank by the search engines themselves. 
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Quality	  Hosting 

 

Never compromise on hosting. I know how tempting it is to go for 

cheap hosting in order to keep your monthly hosting cost low, but 

this could be recipe for disaster. You do not want to find yourself 

directing visitors to a website that is down just because the hosting 

servers are down now. Invest in the best hosting services possible. 

 

There are many reliable hosting services available and at a 

reasonable price as well. For quality hosting, you should be 

prepared to pay an average of $10 per month. 

 

So, after having troubled yourself to create backlinks to the 

website and posting those blog posts this should be the least of 

your worries, but if you do not have reliable hosting or you are with 

a hosting company that you know is unreliable then consider some 

other options. You could go through some forums to find out the 

best hosting package for your needs and also some reviews on 

these hosting services. 

 

 

Interview	  Experts 

 

Imagine if your site was computer software review site and you 

had an interview with Bill Gates. Imagine the tonnes of traffic you 

could get if this story was shared over and over again. Well, am 

not saying you should get Bill Gates you should try to get someone 

as popular as Bill interviewed, but you may get someone well 
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known within the niche that you are operating in. 

 

You will start by identifying the closest experts in your niche. For 

instance, if you are in the weight loss niche, an expert could be 

someone who has come up with an exercise that will help people 

get rid of belly fat or maybe a doctor who has come up with 

formulation to help ladies slim quick by taking a particular 

combination of foods or simply an owner of a weight loss product. 

These experts can give a professional input about a certain topic 

within the niche and people are likely to follow. 

 

In effect, your articles or posts will carry more weight and are likely 

to get more shares socially and visibility. In addition, your readers 

will build more trust because you involved a perceived expert in 

the field, therefore increasing the royalty rate amongst your 

readers. 

 

 

 

Under-‐Promise	  and	  Over-‐Deliver 

 

This strategy has worked for many physical and even online 

businesses and I believe it will work for you too. If you are selling 

products of your own or promoting other peoples products then 

you can pounce on this strategy and apply it too. I know it's very 

tempting to give away all that you are offering on your website 

before someone opts-in or buys a product, but it is only better to 

tell them enough to take action and blow their mind with the hidden 

bonuses or other goodies after they complete the action. 
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For instance, if you are promoting your own product or service and 

the customer has purchased the product. You send them a follow 

up email to see if they are having any problems using the product 

or if they have faults noted and let them know that your support 

services are available everyday and the like. 

 

All in all, this aimed at improving the customer experience. If the 

customer had a very good experience with the service, then he or 

she is very likely to recommend your website to others and they 

too are very likely to return sometime. 

 

 

Web	  2.0	  Sites 

 

These are websites that allow you to publish content on them on a 

more or less similar fashion like blogs, but they are quite different. 

These sites are very easy to use and have set modules. They also 

allow you to link back to your website a few times in the article. 

 

They tend to rank very well in search engines and you would want 

to take advantage of that. These sites are built around online 

communities and these are the direct sources of traffic for your 

content published. So, you able to select the niche in which your 

content belongs to so that members of these sites can easily find 

them. In addition, these sites allow you to link your site to through 

RSS feed which will highlight new posts made on your websites; 

this is definitely a plus for you. By creating great content, you will 

also be able to create some loyal followers of your content 
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published on these sites. Remember, if you cannot write well 

enough, try learning, and if you still can't, then consider 

outsourcing. 

 

Two popular web 2.0 sites that I can single out for you are Squidoo 

and Hubpages. Their properties are the same, but they operate 

with different rules. Hubpages has the strictest rules such that it is 

relatively easier to publish your content on Squidoo. All in all, they 

rank pretty well and can get you some high quality backlinks not 

only through the search engine rankings but also the social sharing 

feature that they have. 

 

 

Keyword	  Research 

 

If you are into search engine optimization, then this is a very 

important tool to use. Keyword word research is very important as 

it gives you the direction on which keywords or niche to build your 

website around. On the other hand, if you have already built a 

website, then you could use the keyword research to enhance your 

visibility in search engine results. The thing is that there are people 

who are looking for particular things online and they tend to use 

some similar terms over and over again, this is the core of keyword 

research. So, if a person is looking for ways to unlock his brand 

new mobile phone, then they use words like; "how to unlock 

mobile phone type XYZ" or "phone unlocking services", these are 

what are known as keywords. In essence, you are trying to find the 

keyword that will bring you the most traffic. 
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So, if you intend to do a keyword research you could use keyword 

research tools. These tools help you identify which keywords that 

have the most search volume. Some of these tools are free and 

others are not. The most basic keyword tool you can use is Google 

Keyword tool. Google Keyword tool is easy and free to use, all you 

need is your Gmail account and login and you are good to go. 

 

 

PPC 

 

PPC also known as Pay Per Click is also another way to drive 

some unlimited traffic. In plain English, this is expensive traffic, but 

can work wonders if done properly. The Pay Per Click services are 

usually provided by search engines such as Google and they 

charge quite a lot. The cost differs from keyword to keyword. For 

instance, if you plan to run a Pay Per Click campaign with Google, 

then you will use the Google Keyword tool which also shows you 

the cost. 

 

So, according to your budget and Keywords do your research and 

select the keywords that you can afford and follow instructions 

through to setting up your campaign and checkout. Pay Per click 

work really well when you have squeeze page or an opt-in page to 

capture the visitors. As I said, since this is expensive traffic, you 

must make every penny count hence the recommendation of a 

squeeze page. 
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Getting	  Your	  Website	  Reviewed 

 

This is another way to get noticed online. In this case, you get to 

someone with a high authority blog to review your site or someone 

who provides website reviews. Though this is not for free, it's good 

for exposure to the bloggers visitors and others that may stumble 

upon the review and this can also help create powerful backlinks 

for your website. It will cost you an average of $50 to get your 

website reviewed. 

 

In order for you to get started, you can find a website review site or 

you can search for a blogger who can review your site through 

blog searching on Technorati and contacting asking them for a 

review. On the other hand you can head over to any of the 

freelance marketplace websites or blogger review sites and find a 

freelancer you like. 

 

 

 

Backlink	  Count 

 

If you want to make the most of search engine traffic through 

search engine optimization, then this is for you. In backlink count 

you ensure that all the backlinks that you have created count. It is 

a huge waste of time to create a hundred backlinks and only 

twenty count to the search engines. So, in this strategy you ensure 

that all the backlinks created count and you will need to follow a 

few steps. 
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You will need to create an excel sheet listing all the backlinks that 

you have created including the link which you have made and the 

date. Include more columns on the right which are labeled ping 

and RSS feed. After creating the backlink, you will have to Ping the 

backlinks once every week until they get crawled by search engine 

spiders. In addition, you can bundle these links by using a feed 

aggregation tools online and then also ping the link of the 

aggregated feeds. Repeat the pings once every week until the 

count of the backlinks changes. You can use Traffic Travis or 

ahrefs.com in order to monitor the change in number of backlinks 

created. 

 

 

Do	  not	  Install	  Ads 

 

Depending on the purpose for which your website has been 

created, it is only wise not to put ads for other websites on yours. 

Although you would want people to click on your banner advert 

and come to your site, you wouldn't really want to be the one 

sending them traffic. This is all for the simple reason that traffic is 

not easy to get, just think about it, I am having to explain to you 

thirty ways on how to drive unlimited traffic and after applying all 

these tips, you send it to another site for a few bucks, not so wise 

huh? 

 

Not that monetizing is a bad thing, but you must only send that 

traffic if you are ready to. Consider keeping away adverts from 

your site and rather encourage your visitors to buy your product or 
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opt-in with that email address. Unless you are satisfied with the list 

of the emails collected, then you can start adding other means of 

monetizing. 

 

 

Domain	  Magic 

 

Find domain names that related to your website products or 

services. It is even more of an advantage for you to use keywords 

in your domain names. In case you were thinking of building a 

website and buying a brand new domain name, consider 

squeezing in that keyword to your domain to help boost your 

search engine rankings when that keyword is searched. 

 

In addition, if you can afford to find an old domain name, then go 

for it. Old domains have the advantage that they have some 

backlinks created already before the site was brought down. The 

search engines also consider age of the domain when ranking 

websites. 
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Assessment 

 

After you have all applied all the strategies that are on this list and 

all those that are not, it is only wise to assess the outcomes of your 

efforts. This will help you do things more efficiently and it will also 

help you know what is working faster, better and effectively. 

 

I recommend that you use Google Analytics to monitor your sites 

progress. With this tool, you will be able to measure the bounce 

rate of your website, the traffic volume, the keywords which are 

bringing you the most volume and other important factors that will 

help you optimize your site. 

 

After assessing your site progress on the traffic, you can then rinse 

and repeat the strategies outlined until you get you desired output. 

 

BONUS	  TIP 

 

Are you into YouTube Marketing? 

 

If you are, then here are a few tips you can use to draw traffic to 

your video or YouTube channel which you can also use to redirect 

traffic to your website 

 

Well, before you create a video do keyword researches to find out 

which keywords have the most traffic volume or you could simply 

adopt those you are using on your website. However, a separate 

research will need to be done for YouTube tags. 
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You can use PowerPoint or other video software to create the 

video. Once done, name the video with the keyword you are 

aiming for. Add the link of your website in the description box and 

make use of the description box to describe the products or 

services you are promoting. 

 

Use massive bookmarking strategies to rank the videos. Consider 

using software such as Link Robot or outsourcing bookmarking 

services from freelancers which can outsourced on websites such 

as fiverr.com. Rinse and repeat the process for best results.
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Conclusion 

 

Well, I do practice what I preach. I know that the moment you were 

going through this book you expected to find 30 ways on how to 

draw unlimited traffic to your website and you found a bonus in the 

end, this is a typical example of the "under-promise and over 

deliver" strategy. All the same, am glad you had set your time 

aside to go through this book and learn a few tips and tricks to help 

boost your website traffic. 

 

Getting traffic is never easy and applying all these strategies one 

at a time is not as easy too. All these are time consuming and I 

don't really expect you to apply all methods. In view of this, I am of 

the idea that you should only take in what you think you can apply, 

although more is better than a few. Where possible, I recommend 

that you outsource some of the services you think you cannot do. 

 

The strategies outlined in this book are Google post panda and 

penguin. So, they are still effective. Remember, if you are aiming 

at search engine traffic; try to be as natural as possible by 

expanding your traffic sources. 

 

I used to be one of the guys who after reading or learning things 

would shelve them away in some folder on my laptop until I 

realised that I was simply wasting my time. If only I had applied 

what I learned straight away, I would have been more successful 

online than I am today. 

 


